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WEIU staff
submits
·requests
By ANDY PURCELL

campus editor
Student staff at WEIU-TV still unhappy with
the joint-operating agreement between the station's newscast and Mid-Illinois Newspapers lnc.
have presented a list of requests to officials asking
that the station's newscast be returned to its previous format.
Three students will meet with the station's general manager, John Beabout, this afternoon and
present a list of requests signed by 14 student
employees of the station.
The petition, drafted by Patty Culhane, a
reporter and producer for the station, calls for the
newscast to be returned to a live format in a time
slot not before 5 p.m. and no later than 6:30 p.m.
The students also want the program broadcast
from the WEIU-TV studios in Buzzard Building,
and produced, directed and anchored entirely by
students.
Culhane, who organized the petition upon

• Continued on Page 2

Enrollment at a high
By DAVE HOSICK
staffwrtter

Eastern's enrollment hit a
record high this semester,
totalling more than 10,000 stu-

dents for the first spring
semester in the university's

Spring enrollment reaches
a record high for spring
The spring semester enrollment of 10,055 represents
an increase of 95 students over spring
1993 and 298 over sprtng 1992.

history.

The current spring enrollment is 10,055 on-campus students, representing an
increase of 95 students over
spring 1993.
"The record enrollment for
the spring semester is a fur.
tiler indication that Eastern is
seen as one of tlle most desirable public institutions in the
Midwest," said Eastern
President David Jorns.
Vice president for Student
Affairs Lou Hencken said the
increase is import~t for the
university.
"It's important to note that
our enrollment is up despite
the fact that our fall graduating class was the largest in the
history of the institution," he
said. "Eastern appears to be
resisting the national trend of
declining enrollments."
Hencken said the most signifi.cant increase in the current
enrollment is in the number of
graduate students: 1,153, compared t.o 1,092 in 1993. He said
many undergraduates who
have not been able to find
employment are opting t.o continue their education.
Graduate School Dean
Larry 'Williams says he
believes the increase in graduate students is a good sign.

"ln a national survey offirstr
year stuaents. 65 percent said

they plan to attend graduate
scllool," Williams said. "ln general, students are realizing
that a bachelor's degree at the
entry level of a profession is
not enough to be competitive."
Williams said the increase
in graduate students has
forced the Graduate School to
offer more courses.
"AB the number of graduate
students increases, the

Graduate School will be forced
to broaden their entity in
terms of courses and programs
that are appealing and popular
t.o students," Williams said.
The increase in returning
students could be traced to
new technologies and a competitive job mark.et, Williams
said.
"Students are coming out of
the work force to learn more
current methodologies and

"Continued On Page 2
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Senate picks seven students to fill empty sea
By CHRISTINE STARR
Staff writer

Student Senate filled seven
membership vacancies at
Wednesday's senate meeting
- one more than senate
expected to fill.
Senate's vacancies went
from six to seven when senate member Wendy Hausman
submitted her resignation
before Wednesday's senate
meeting, senate speaker
Bobby
Smith
said.
Hausman's reasons for

resigning were unknown
Wednesday night.
The new senate members
are Jodi Chapman, Katherine
Close, Chris Boyster, Kathleen Allen, Julie Proscia, Jim
Bollou and Matthew Th.run.
Smith has said at least 12
students applied for the
seats.
New members said they
will work to improve student
involvement on campus, as
well as issues such as educating students about campus
safety and date rape.

Proscia said she will try to
be accessible to students and
will also work to boost student involvement and understanding of campus issues.
"Everyday on campus you
hear people say that they
don't have a voice and they
don't know how (they can) be
represented," Proscia said.
Th.run, a freshman history
major, said some of the students at Carman Hall, where
he is a resident, thinks the
senate is something that is
very distant and elusive to

them. Thrun said he hopes to
change these attitudes by
more interaction among students and senate members.
"I just want to go out there
and make a difference and be
part of the team," he said.
The recent controversy concerning raising the Charleston bar-entry age is one issue
Close says she tackle. Close,
who is a junior political science major, said she thinks
the current bar-entry age of
19 should not be changed.
She said she thinks many

of the bars are enforcing
current laws on unde
drinking and wonders
the students who are
21 will go for enterta·
the entry age is chang
21. Close said she will
on organizing bar alt
tives if the entry a
changed.
Allen said she will w
motivating other stu
organizations to speak t.o
dents about rape, date
and other safety issues
concern students.

FROM PAGE ONE
Justice Departillen
W E I U - - - - - - - - won't prosecute
Coillillerce Secret

I

opinions were basically ignored.
returning to school this
"Sue Kaufman basically
semester, said that besides told us, 'If you don't like it,
scheduling the meeting with there's the door. No one's stopBeabout, she has already met ping you,m Bane said.
with Terry Weidner, associate
"She told us if we didn't
vice president for academic like it, we could leave and
affairs and the overseer of that none of us are irreplaceWEIU operations.
able," Novotny said. "She told
"When I met with Weidner, us that the station was here
he said lie didn't think any of for the public, not the stuour demands were out of line dents."
and that's promising," CulKaufman, the station's
hane said. "But, he added news and public affairs directhat the station doesn't tor, is on sabbatical this
answer to him except fiscally." semester and could not be
Culhane had also planned reached for comment.
to meet with President David
Bane and Novotny said stuJoms but said Joms has post- dents have wanted to do
poned the two meetings previ- something about the merger
ously scheduled.
since the beginning but didn't
Two students who signed want to speak out, fearing it
the petition said the staff had might damage their relations
expressed displeasure.::with with station administrators.
Ne.ws Sean's move to the
"A lot of us wanted to do
ne~!il0~6'01 of t'he Ya'ttoon something but we were afraid
Journal Gazette and the deci- to step on anyone's toes,"
sion to use Mid-Illinois re- Novotny said.
porters and editors as anch"John Beabout is a very
ors.
.
influential man," Bane said.
Andy Bane, director and "It wouldn't be good if somechief photographer at WEIU, one calls him and says, 'I
and Jorie Novotny, a reporter have Andy Bane's resume in
for the station, said their front of me,' and Beabout

+ FromPage 1

says, 'He's a trouble-maker."'
Beabout was unavailable
for comment Wednesday.
The students said they
hope WEIU administrators
will accept their requests.
"If he doesn't agree with us,
he'll give us his reasoning,
we'll give him ours and hopefully we can work out a compromise," Culhane said. "We11
just keep making our opinion
public because we think what
they did was wrong, and I
think they know it was
wrong."
.
"Hopefully he'll agree to
our terms, if he doesn't, we11
have to go over his head,"
Bane said. "We'll let the public know what we feel."
Bane said one option would
be to take their case to the
Board of Governor's, because
it holds the Federal Communications Commission
license for WEIU.
Bane said he is glad
Culhane decided to speak out.
"I'm glad Patty is back,
she's the spark we needed,"
Bane said. "I've been wanting
to say something for a long
time, but I didn't know if rd
have the backing."

Enroll--------• FromPage 1

trends," Williams said. "They are realizing that
with the expansion of knowledge and technology a four-year degree does not equip them for
the modem work force."
Hencken said the number of continuing stu~
dents is reflective of the university's strong dedication to student retention and its personal
approach.
The increase in enrollment over the past few
years reaffirms the institution's popularity
among students and is indicative of continued
efforts by faculty and staff from all university

areas to recruit and retain students, Hencken
said.
To accommodate the larger-than-anticipated
ent.ering freshman class that enrolled last fall,
Eastern has increased the number of sections of
general education courses offered this spring.
Eastern has consistently ranked well in surveys that measure a school's quality relative to
its cost.
According to a 1993 survey by the College
Board, Eastem's tuition and costs are 10 percent below the average for public residential
colleges. Student room-and-board costs are the
second lowest for Illinois public universities.
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$700,000 payment.
Brown denied recei
any money or having
kind of business elatio
with Hao. The Vietna
government also denied
allegations.
A U.S. government o
speaking on condition
anonymity, said Tues
that a federal grand jury
Miami found no wro
by Brown.
His attorney, Reid Wi
garten, confirmed recei
the letter, saying in a s
ment: "We have been ad
that the Justice Dep
ment's investigation ..
completed and Secre
Brown has been compl
exonerated.
"The investigation
thorough, fair and pro
sional in every respect.
FBI went by the book;
turned over every rock,
we had expected, and
absolutely nothing to
orate the allegations
Secretary Brown coo
completely with the in
gation," Weingarten add
President Clinton p
defended Brown last
after two conservative
publican lawmakers
for appointment of a
prosecutor to investigat.e
allegations. House Rep
lican leaders later join
that demand.
But Attorney Gen
Janet Reno declined to
point such an investigator
the ground that as a C
colleague of Brown it
appear she had a co
interest.

ALPHA SIGMA TAU
WOULD LIKE TO PRESENT
OUR 1994 SPRING PLEDGE CLASS
Shelley Conner
Lynn Marie Grunert
Sarah Jean McCain
Jorie Novotny
Ellen Sedgwick

Jennifer Heiden
Kristi Marshall
Melissa Murray
Diane Schmelzel
Laurie Surges

"1>Moteud110tiaiboartt

NIGHT STAFF
Night chief .............................Cassie Simpson

WASHINGTON (AP) The Justice Department
found nothing to prosecute
after a yearlong investigation into whether Commerce
Secretary Ron Brown accepted $700,000 to help lift the
trade embargo against Vietnam.
"We have completed a
thorough investigation and
have concluded that the evidence does not substantiate
the allegation that Mr.
Brown entered into any such
agreement," the department's criminal division
wrote in a letter that Justice
spokesman Carl Stern said
was delivered to Brown's
attorney Wednesday.
"No further investigation
is warranted," said the letter,
which was released by the
Commerce Department.
"Accordingly, we are closing
the investigation. We appreciate Secretary Brown's
cooperation with the investigation."
Brown, inspecting earthquake damage in California,
said he was "very pleased"
by the news. He had no further comment, but his staff
released a written statement
that said the Cabinet officer
"is pleased that the inquiry
has fully and fairly exonerated him of any wrongdoing."
The allegations were
made by Binh T. Ly, a Vietnamese-American businessman. In September, Brown
acknowledged meeting three
times with a former Vietnamese government official,
Nguyen Van Hao, whom Ly
accused of arranging the

Assl night editor..................... Adam MeHugh
Asst. night editor........................... Oan Flekls

Copy desk ..... - ..........................Stew Lysaker
Chris Sundhe1m
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Cool air
in halls
unlikely
By BBIDI KBIBLB1l

•
rlan s Place
Night Club

Comeclv Nlaht

foo18ht

OneshowTwo~

8:00 potn.
$5.00 In acMnce
$6.00 at the door
2100 Broadway Mattoon
234-4151

Stafl writer

student awareHIV and AIDS
· -show-type ques:be unorthodox, but
a member of the
'entation/AIDS,
nd Drug lnfor•HIVI AIDS J eoppopular way for
tu den ts to learn
fun.
e show, which is a
he long-running
will be held at 7
ht in the Taylor
. The event is part
rn's HIV/AIDS
Campaign, which
Friday.
barello, gradut for the Office of
on, said students
·pate will ~ asked
~rtaining to AIDS
s donated by area

.

rientation office,
nsors the awaredecided to put the
into this year's
because of its sucast spring's AIDS
Week.
es will be played
event, each focuse subjects of HIV
. Gift certificates
'will be given out as

DEB ANN VILl.BCCO /Staff photographer
Denise Schindler; a Greek Court counselor. speaks on the
topics of AIDS and sqfe sex fn the ntntt.es during a life
skills seminar Wednesday afternoon fn the Martin Luther
King Jr. Union.

Another activity slated for
presentations this week, is a
new way of increasing stu- tonight is "HIV Testing:
dent awareness in AIDS, What You Can Expect,"
which he believes Eastern which will take students
the subject areas students are taking more step-by-step through AIDS
by the questions seriously, according to Tum- testing. The presentation,
conducted by Cathy Reynolds
blood transfusions barello.
"Every year students are of the Coles County Health
of contracting HIV
taking the issue (of HIV and Department, will be at 7:30
barello said.
~IDS Jeopardy," AIDS) more seriously," Tum- p.m. in the Lawson Hall
Lobby.
e of more than 10 barello said.

ey suspects extradited
(AP) - The people accused In
deaths of two workers at a hog
month were being held without
esday in the Clark County Jail.
J. Sanders, 23, Victor D.
1. and Natasha A. Phillippi, all of
:re extradited to Illinois late
Oklahoma, where they were
ey had waived extradition prolas t week. but remained in

Oklahoma until weather conditions made
the move possible.
Victor Phillippi has been charged with
four counts of first-degree murder tn the
deaths of Wesley Allan Hall, 20, of Casey
and Jerry Darling, 42, of Greenup. Sanders
and Phtlllppt's Wife, Natasha. each are
charged with being accomplices to murder,
according to Clark County State's Attorney
David Lewis.

j,
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NEW RELEASES
TORI AMOS
I
UNDER THE PINK
GREENPEACE
COMPILATION
ALTERNATIVE NRG
Ul
REM
I
Sonic Youth
I James
Jesus & Mary Chain

--'-""'88tl
11

--

$10FF

CD's and
50~

OFF

Cassettes

Reality Bites Soundtrack
World Party The Posies
Lenny Kravitz Dinosaur Jr.

GLEE CLUB

MINE
KRISTEN HERSH
Hips & Makers

Green Day
Dookie

.... .. ............ ......... .....................

Although the Residence
Hall Association is undertaking a study on the feasibility of equipping all residence halls with air conditioning, housing officials
don't see the plan becoming
a reality anytime soon.
Pemberton, and Douglas
halls, International House
and the Gregg Triad are currently without air conditioning.
However, Housing Director Kevin Cannon said
his office doesn't have a plan
to install air conditioning in
those halls without it.
Cannon said changes in
Eastem's academic calendar
for next year would result in
classes ending a week earlier in May. Cannon said finishing school a week earlier
is one reason not to install
air conditioning in those
halls without it.
"If we're done in early
May, there is no need for
air," Cannon said. "To be
honest, I don't think (the
air-conditioning plan) is feasible."
RHA president Kris Potrafka says he realizes the
air-conditioning project
probably will not become a
reality until at teut· :ttest
year, after RH.A. ipemJ.?ers
have researched the cOst anei '
possible alternatives to the
plan.
•
Potrafka said the issue of
air conditioning in all the
residence halls has been
overlooked in previous years
because of its cost.
Students have brought
the air-conditioning issue to
RHA in years past, Potrafka
said, but usually their hopes
dimmed because they expect
immediate results.
"That won't happen, it's
impossible," said Potrafka,
adding the plan could take
as long as 3 to 5 years to aircondition all the halls.
Several students living in
halls without air conditioning said sizzling August
days are just as unbearable
as those in May.

Byrd's Cleaners

Alterations
by

Phyllis Combs
Same Day Service
On Trouser/Slack Lengths
In by 10 AM - Out by 4 PM

S. 4th St. Curve • 345-4546
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25¢
Drafts

McMillion's 22!

-·

Love: Franzen. Schmitz,
Potter, Vitale,
Chrlstopherson,
Murphy
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~iDaily Ea§tern lew~ Education tools need to be accessib
On ]an. 17, In a ftt offrustra- - - - - - - - When I want to exercise
well, I must be
tlon, panic, exhaustion and
the ad.minis- brain,
llant to the operating
anger, I drove to Champaign
this
of the computer labs.
and made the second largest
disparity? Good question.
purchase of my life. When the
dust deared and I came to, I
sure It has to do with
saying they
was on my back to Chucktown
nomlcs, budgets and the
emphasize
holding a receipt In the
but that's not the ar
physical agility The argument Is that the
amount of $2,418 and a credit
agreement promising to pay
ties of the school should
an obscene 21 percent Interest
questioned
when opera
agility?
on a Best Buy (consumer elechours of a gymnasium
tronics store) credit card. What
the open hours of those
ties that allow us to do
was I thinking? As I peered
we came here to do-get an education. Is the
through my rearvlew mirror I could see only large
boxes marked computer and printer stacked In the
tratlon of this school tad tty saying they emp
back seat.
physical agility over mental agility?
Like Lorraine Bobbitt, I will plead temporary Insanity.
I won't argue that a healthy body Is contrlbu
I will abdicate all personal responslblllty for my actions.
healthy mind. I won't argue that the gym provi
After All, I am a victim. I was pushed to the brink. I had
needed distraction from the often times seeml
assignments due...my thesls... my Ph.D. applicaInsurmountable pressures of college life. I will
that the college representatives In charge of s
tions... my AAARRRGGGGlll
Am I happy now? Yes. Am I worried about paying
ters should review current operating hours and
for it? Kinda! Am I more productive because I have a
er alternatives such as staggering hours between
computer at my unlimited disposal? Without question.
puter centers; or late hours during weeknights
For over a year I was held captive by the sometimes
heavy use times toward the end of the semester:
vldssltudinous, always Inopportune hours of our
opening three or four nights a week during br
school's computers centers. Weekends I would anxundergraduate university began such measures
iously await the appointed hour when, In some director semester I was there. The downtown campus d
or budget conscious administrator's Infinite wisdom,
their computer center from 4 to 6 p.m. (those
the library or computer labs would open their doors
with the least amount of traffic). then utilized
and dive us students a chance to use those handy little
hours by opening one hour earlier In the mom
gadgets. On week nights I would rush from work to
staying open one hour later at night. I work u
tlonal hours (and will be working a lot more of
get In a few hours at the computer center In the
now) as do many other students. I am now fo
Student Services Bulldlng. They dose at 10:45 p.m. If I
was really ambitious I would head aver to the llbrary
Most students do not have the luxury of a very
for another hour (you may be asking why I did not just
very large personal computer they can use
Our school does not have to spend more
go to the library In the first place - Did you see those
merely be a llttle more creative In their manl
dinosaurs they had last semester? I could run faster
than those old Zeniths could process Information).
resources. It's not an Impossible task. Com
But here's the point. It seems that If I care to have a
Institutions have been finding new and lnnova
tlons (job share, flex time and on-site day care
physical work-out on weekends, holidays, scheduled
school breaks and other times, the gym Is open for my
a few) to meet the needs of those they serve
decade and a half now.
convenience. But the library and computer labs are not.
Over the weekend before MLK's birthday (that's Martin
Come on Eastern, It's 1994.
Luther King Jr. for all you un-polltlcally correct persons)
-Wiiiiam Ansara Is guest columnist for 111e
the gym was open but the computer center was not.
Yes, the library was open but I worked that weekend. ·
£JStem News.

Is
tration of
school tacitly

over mental

University should
ntake punishntent
fit the crintes
The pain she felt the night of her attack left
her unable to walk, bleeding all night, and
bruised and limping for days.
But to this student, additional anguish came
from the punishment handed down by the universffy.
..Now I do wish I wouldn't have ever taken It
there," she said. "It was all for nothing, that's

- - - - - - - how I feel."

Editorial

That Is a regrettable

- - - - - - - - testimony about violent
campus crimes, and the reason some victims
may feel une.asy about reporting them.
An ex-boyfriend followed her and a friend
home from a party, and the two got Into a
~ match. He wanted her to go back to
his~.
when she refused, he car-

ana

il'ied filp- ~his car.
When he put her down, she ran away.
After a chase that lasted almost the length of
two parking lots, she said he "full°force tackled"
her onto a parldng lot so hard that her jeans
tore open.
Unable to walk, she had her roommate carry
her Into her residence hall and back to her
I

room.
"I have bruises and scars on my knees," she
said. "I was bleeding, and It wasn't just my

legS. 1-jled all night long."
At her Judicial Board hearing, she said she
was eying and "pouring my heart out" to the
five members. She said she felt cheated when
the punishment, dlsclpllnary probation, was

announced.
Disciplinary probation bars the student from
various student activities and student/faculty
boards, may Include expulsion from the residence halls, puts their current conduct under
scrutiny for a period of time, and Is the step
before suspension.
"'It should have been at a least a suspension.
I was very, very upset with that and (the JBoard) knew It."
There have been no sexual assaults reported,
despite the fact two counseling centers - one
on campus and one In Charleston - claim to
have handled several cases d sexual assault
Police reports on violent campus a1me are
and far between. But the only way more
students will report these crimes are If they
think appropriate action w111 be taken••

rew

o

Age comes with
taking responsibility
for your actions
Dear editor,
The average age of the combat
soldler during the Vietnam conftJct
was 19 years old. The United States
Mllltary Industrial Complex requires
all able- bodied young men to register for the draft (In the event of a
national emergency) at the age of
18. The age of legal consent In
Dllnols Is 18 years of age.
The main questions faced by stu-

dents on college campuses are
ones conc:emlng maturity and
responsibility. Nature has a way of
weeding out those aeatures that
are unftt
survival. If one cannot
control their behavior when It
comes to the eonstmptlon of alcohol or drugs then one must be prepared to face the consequences of
their own actions without resorting
to shifting the blame to the place
where they procured their alcohol

ror

or drugs. Ours Is a blame finding
society. The Menendez brothers
vldously blew their parents away
because they were abused as chU-

ToUPturn
dren. John Wayne Bobbitt's wife
suffered temporary "Insanity" when
she mutilated him. Michael Jackson

comes up with S10 million to shut
up his ace• isers and suddenly
everything Is fine. Give me a break.I
If one Is the kind of person who
has to get completely wasted on
alcohol to Mlctlon In the night
scene on campus, then perhaps a
little self-evaluation Is In order.
Whatew!r happened to a bartender
cutting someone off from getting
more alcohol? If 501nee?1ae Is staggering. sluntng their words or obviously lntoxlc:ated the person behind
the bar should have enough guts to
say, "Sony, no more beer fbr you,
perhaps you would like some a:Jl1 rea11.ze that drinking coffee
doesn't diminish the Immediate
effects of drinking a lot of beer, but
It does cause you to shift gears
mentally. Perhaps the local bars
should hire older bartenders, who
aren't afraid of upsetting someone
by shutting clown their alcohol consumption.

reer

There never has, nor will
ever be a right age to
alcohol and beer or for that
drugs. A person SO years
Ing too much Is just as
motor vehlde as an 18 year
Too much has always been
much, and alcohol doesn't
nate because It affects
that consumes It. Everyone!
My Hrst foray away rrorn
was Into the-United States
Force. I was 18 years old
homesk:k as hell, but for the
weeks of my service I went

boot camp, which tested me
tlonally as \W!ll as physically.
this experience I developed
In myself. I also matured a
quicker. I could drink all the
wanted on my next base of
ment at the NCO dub, but

would get art off after too

Bartenders-JUST SAY NOi

Getting back to my original
polQtJf this counoy expects

~=~~I.
bY
old enough to
~·re

MatUflYarid personal rPCr'lnlt!li

are Intangibles within us all.

Wes

postage and paper.

Board of Governors recently made news
from its chancellor's office and five uniavailable to faculty, staff and students
ucational Computing Network.
spokeswoman Michelle Brazell said the
·ce will provide meeting agendas the
fore board meetings. She said most
of the campus community never see a
agenda and are rarely aware of the
business until after it has been conduct"tion to meeting agendas, the service
"de updates on PQP, budget recom, IBHE action, salary developments,
and collective bargaining. It will also
cements ofawards and speakers.
important for faculty and staff at our
to know what business is being contheir governing board," Brazell said.
said the electronic news updates are
t to have more frequent and better
· tion with faculty and staff on camECN service is more cost-effective
·ling a newsletter because it saves

Brazell said the idea to provide news
updates on ECN came from the faculty senates
at the five universities, which have their own
listing in ECN. She said she knows of no other
governing boards or system administrations
that provide this kind of service.
News about BOG policy-making and higher
education issues can be accessed on the ECN
Gopher system by selecting "Board of
Governors Universities" from the main menu.
Subscription to the service may be obtained
by sending an E-mail to "listserv@lbgu.edu" containing the single line: "Subscribe bgunews"
plus the user's first and last name. All news
updates will then automatically be sent to the
specified E-mail account.
The system, which has been running less
than a month, has received a positive response,
Brazell said.
"We are always open to suggestions on topics
and ways of presentation," Brazell said. "We're
hoping to get some feedback on this service."
Questions, concerns and requests for additional information can be forwarded to Brazell,
whose E-mail address appears at the end of the
message.

348-5454
Now OPEN FOR

LUNCH!

t!

The ONLY Off Campus Housing
On Campus
Now Leasing for Fall '94

Pill PLACE APARTMENTS
(Across from the Union on 7th)

onomy on five-month rise
Three straight moves by
the index in one direction are
considered a good - though
not foolproof - sign of where
the economy will be moving in
the next six to nine months.
While the latest index figures matched economists' projections, the figures for new
home sales exceeded most
forecasts.
The departments of Commerce and Housing and Urban Development said sales of
new homes shot up 9.7 percent in 1993 and ended the
year by jumping 11.4 percent
in December to a seasonally
adjusted annual rate of
862,000. That rate was the
best monthly showing since
an 880,000 rate in March
1986.
Yearly sales totaled 669,000, highest since 676,000 in
r.
1988.
ulative increase for
Practically all of the ecomonths was 2.5 per- nomic news lately has been
best showing since a good.
nt rise over seven
Last week, the government
in 1983 when the reported the economy exemerging from its panded in the last quarter of
p since the Great 1993 at a brisk 5.9 percent
annual rate. Many analysts

·--.--···ay /Ylte at

other's

traducing:

· Zima Malt Beverage.
Try it for only $ I .

ck nlte on your favorite
Drafts, Bottles & Drinks.
Home of the ff. 25 Brat.

USINESS CARD AD
4 Weeks for only $30
Your ad will run in
Friday 's Verge Section for
4 Consecutive weeks/ No Changes.
Stop by Buzzard Building 127 or
Call 581-2812 For Details

predict the pace will slacken
this year to the 3 percent
range.
The Gross Domestic Product that measures all goods
and services produced in the
United States was up 2.9 percent for all of 1993, the
strongest performance in five
years.
There could be a pause in
the advance because of the
unusually harsh January
weather and the California
earthquake.
"But that shouldn't take
away from the fact that the
economy seems on much more
solid footing now" than it was
early in 1993, when growth
came to a near standstill, said
Laurence H. Meyer, head of a
St. Louis economic forecasting
,
service.
"We expect consumers to
continue to be more upbeat
and the labor market to continue to improve,• said Merrill
Lynch&Co.
Eight of the Commerce Department's forward-looking
indicators rose in December,
two fell and one was unchanged.

0

l ,2, & 3 Bedroom

0

0
Furnished Units
° Free Trash & Parking 0
° Central AC

Dishwashers
Balconies
Laundry

Call anytime 348-1479 for an appointment
or drop by the Rental Office on 715 Grant St. # t 01
3:30 - 5:30 pm M-F

JERR¥~. S~
PIZZA & PUB _,b' ~
INTRODUCES
...,__..__ ALL YOU CAN EAT BUFFET ----·~
FEATURING
•PIZZA
•SPAGHETTI

-SALAD BAR
-GARLIC BREAD

$3.99 plus tax
Every Tues. and Thurs. 5-9 p.m.
CHILDREN 10 & UNDER EAT
For $2.00
4th a Lincoln
345-2844

Valentine Balloon Bouquets
Specials

$995' $1295' $1595
Order them early to get them delivered on time!

• Valentine Cards from red hot to sentimental and sweet
•Candy
• Stuffed Animals
•Balloons

Deadline for UPS Valentine shipment is
February 9th,
Visit Tokens
friendly staff for
all your
Valentine needs!

Drug bust turns for wor
nuclear sanctions
WASHINGTO N (AP)The Un ited States should
pursue an aggreasive diplomatic effort to avoid a
"nightmare scenario" of

nuclear war in Korea,
W"illiam Perry U>1d senators
Wednesday at bis confirma.
tion hearing t.o be defense
secretary.
International sanctions
against North Korea could
be around the corner, he
said.
Perry answered queries
ranging from billion-dollar
military programs to hot
spots around the globe during a cordial - and relatively
brief - hearing. He won
promises of quick approval
from most members of the
Senate Armed Services
Committee.

Perry, whoee IOft..epoken
demeanor has become a
hallmark, evoked laughter
from the panel when he
quipped that be would "work
very hard to overcome that
problem.•
Sen. Robert Byrd, DW.Va., told him not t.o apologize, that "the reason you
are going to get an overwhelming vote, if not a
unanimous vote, is because
ofwho you are.•
"I can't think of anyone
who's got the experience and
t.emperament that you have
for this job," said Sen. Carl
Levin, D-Mich.
Perry, now the No. 2 official at the Pentagon, would
replace Les Aspin, who
resigned under pressure in
December.

CHICAGO CAP> - The
four-room apartment was littered with filth and crawling
with cockroaches, its windows brok en and covered
with blankets that flapped in
the wind. It was home to 19
children - the oldest 14 to be arrested," said Maggie
years old, the youngest just Gutierrez, one of the first
1.
police officers on the scene.
When police barged in on
Police raided the West
a drug raid, they found five Side apartment late Tuesday
of the children sleeping in after watching suspected
their underwear on a bare drug dealers do business outfloor. Others fought with a side the building through the
German shepherd dog for night. Instead of drugs they
scraps of meat on bones scat- found, as one officer put it,
tered on the floor.
"babies everywhere."
Six adult relatives of the
"The apartment was cold,
children - four mothers, a the apartment was filthy,"
father and an uncle - were police officer Linda Burns
charged with contributing to said. "I'm talking feces,
child neglect, a misde- garbage, food on the floor. I
meanor. Another mother of don't even know how to
some of the children was in describe it - it was just filth."
custody but had not been
"They were eating food off
charged, police said.
the floor out the bowls the
"The only remorse they dogs were eating out of," said
showed was they didn't want police Lt. Fred Bosse. "The

remaining food that w
the floor was being ti
over by the dogs and
dren."
Some of the children
ed officers to be "my
my," said police office
ricia Warner.
One of the childre
year-old, was hospi ·
fair condition; the o
were taken to a shel
neglected children a
ing examined at hos
One child had cig
burns, cuts and br
police Sgt. Russell
said, raising the pos
of abuse.
The children belo
six different families,
of which had previou
reported to the sta
partment of Childre
Family Services, said
spokeswoman Martha
Two of the families
stance-abuse proble
said.

Clinton urged to lift trade e111bargo against Vietn
WASHINGTON (AP) - It is one of
the quirks of history that it could fall to
the president who came of age as a
Vietnam war protester to undo a remnant of the war's legacy of distrust.
"This is an issue for the present day,"
President Clinton said Wednesday as
he weighed recommendations to lift the
U.S. trade embargo against Vietnam.
Aides said the president was preparing to lift the 19-year-old ban, urged on
by U.S. businesses and encouraged by
Vietnam's cooperation in helping
resolve questions about unaccountedfor American soldiers.

1

Dogged during the presidential campaign by questions about how he avoided the Vietnam draft, and shadowed in
office by strained relations with the
military, Clinton would like nothing
better than tq put the war behind him.
He rejected suggestions that his past
would make the decision politically
more difficult, saying, "We just have to
do what's right.• Yet because of who he
is - and was - the decision could carry
special risks.
One administration official, speaking only on condition of anonymity,
expressed a fear that "this issue's going

-Tl1e..... -

to eat us alive." Such concerns persist ''come to find themselves still
although the president got some politi- their country but loathing the
cal cover when the Senate voted last Keenly aware that such a
week to support lifting the embargo, him in a sensitive position on
still a step short of normalizing rela- issues, Clinton came into office
tions with Hanoi.
tough on Vietnam.
Just as the nation bas spent decades
He promised to make resol
coming to grips with its role in the POW-MIA issue " a nati
Vietnam, so has it been a long, difficult ty" by insisting on a full a
journey for Clinton, who in 1969 wrote all those soldiers still listed as
to thank a ROTC recruiter "for saving before normalizing relatio
me from the draft" by giving him a Vietnam.
deferment.
On-Memorial Day, he co
In the same letter, Clinton sought detractors directly in a visit
understanding for those who had Vietnam War Memorial.

......................................
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Black History Month

Essay Contest
1. Entries should be 500 words or less

Theme:

Where Do We Go From Here
2. Deadline - Feb. 18, 1994
Bring entries to the News office,
Buzzard Building by 4 p.m.
3. Awards will be given at the Miss Black
EIU Pageant, Saturday, February 26.

Prizes Donated By: · Midgard~
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ack Shoes
Moore

E Send your love with a Valentine's perso
in The Daily Eastern News

:

••
Happy Valentine's
Day Joe
e Personal
••
able
••
•• red heartAnwappropriate
ill appear
every
ad!
Deadline
•• February 9th, 1994.
•••
••
Happy
••
Valentine's Day
Pookie
•••
I Love Yo u
••
-M ike
••
••;::::============:::-----=====================
•••
••
••
••
••
•
Ads
in two

in

1,~

( ..,')_Oll I

l'\.2('-1.:;.oo)

•........
•
•
:

--~-~~-----'

Bring ad & payment to Student Publications Bus~office Buzzard
Building 127. All ads must be in the Business Office bt-2 pm, February
Valentine's Day Ads will be published Monday, February 14th.
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(prces may share
.... _,.in Somali deaths
ADISHU, Somalia
Evidence is emerging
e deaths of eight
in a shootout involv. Marines might not
appened except for
coordination among
,000 foreign soldiers
ia.
Marines say their
was returning fire
"pers when it drove
a comer and encoununexpected crowd
e waiting for a food
t. They say some of
malis had rifles and
firing.
· witnesses offered a
t version of Monday's
g. They said there
snipers and that the
s did not fire until
me upon the crowd
·eked after mistakpeople for a mob try'Waylay the convoy.
aaid some Somalis
in self-defense.
officials said the

Marines did not know Saudi
peacekeepers were at an aid
center handing out food, an
event sure to draw a crowd
in Somalia's war-wrecked
capital. The convoy could
have taken a different route
through the area, which the
Americans consider one of
the most dangerous in
Mogadishu.
Despite criticism from
relief workers and other
U.N. troops, Saudi soldiers
often distribute free food
without notifying the U.N.
commander or relief agencies, said U1i Schmid, a supply officer for the World Food
Program.
That is what happened
Monday, when hundreds of
people lined up in the street
outside a distribution center
waiting to get flour, sugar
and dates.
The commander of Saudi
Arabian troops in Somalia,
Col. Ali Alghamdi, conceded
Wednesday that a crowd

jammed the street outside
the food center. But he
scoffed at the idea the
Saudis should warn other
peacekeepers before giving
out food.
"We've never had any
problem doing this before,
and I have never heard any
complaints," he said in an
interview.
Alghamdi also disputed
reports from some Somali
witnesses that armed men
guarding the Saudi food
trucks joined in the shooting
after the Marines began firing machine guns and grenade launchers.
He said none of his soldiers or their Somali guards
fired any shots.
No relief agency transports food in Mogadishu
without hiring Somali guards with machine guns or
being guarded by U.N. soldiers because the streets are
full of bandits and other people with weapons.
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OLDTOWNE MAMGEMENT
1408 SIXTH STREET

me.

217/345-6533

Now Leasing for ' 94- ' 95

• Oldetown Apts.

• Heritage Apts.

• Polk Ave. Apts.
• 1420 6th St. Apts

• 4th & Buchanan

345-0LDE

aders want end to war
EVO, Bosnia-Herzegovina (AP) bs fired from surrounding hills,
Bhutto and Tansu Giller - women
t the odds to lead Muslim nations Sarajevo Wednesday to comfort its
residents.
a brief visit to the capital defended
alim-led forces, prime ministers
of Pakistan and Ciller of Turkey
ed to the world to act decisively to
onth-old war.
y and Pakistan have been among
ngest backers of Bosnia's Muslimment, whose troops are fighting a
ate battle aga'1nst better-armed
Serbs and Bosnian Croats.
ly in the annals of human history
tion been subjected to such merciagery in the full view of the world,"
utto and Ms. Ciller said in a joint

t.
ho live in peace take life and peace
ted," Mrs. Bhutto said later. "In
we saw shattered people, a shatand shattered lives."
here in the city, at least five people
ed by Serb shelling Wednesday.
Bhutto later called for air strikes
Bosnian Serbs and exempting the
uslim-led government from a U.N.
bargo imposed on former YugoSbe spoke in Zagreb, Croatia.
nia's Muslim president, Alija
·c, said the two were ready to give
and other help to our country. I
em-for that." He was not specific.

The visit was welcomed by most
Sarajevans, regardless of religion or nationality. Many Bosnian Croats and Serbs
remain loyal to the Muslim-led government.
Sporadic gunfire sounded from the Serbheld hillsides surrounding the city as Mrs.
Bhutto and Ms. Ciller arrived at the downtown Bosnian presidency building. A crowd
of about 150 braved the dangers of the open
street to cheer the two premiers and shout
"Bosnia, Bosnia!"
"Turkey and Pakistan are our biggest
friends," said Mustafa Jusufbegovic, 70, a
Muslim in the crowd.
Two women burst into tears as they tried
to get close to the entrance of the presidency building.
"I'm crying because I'm hungry, I'm on
the street, I'm cold, and all I want is peace,"
said Rabija Besic.
The two visitors visited for four hours,
but Mrs. Bhutto said the brief stay was
"cruel" and left them "emotionally exhausted."
She said U.N. Secretary General Boutros
Boutros-Ghali should approve air strikes
against Bosnian Serbs defying U.N. aims something that NATO says it's ready to do
with U.N. approval.
She also urged Boutros-Ghali to exempt
the Bosnian government from the arms
embargo imposed on all warring parties,
and said "the United States should take the
lead in lifting of the embargo."
The United States favors lifting the
embargo on the Muslims.

University Board
Human Potential
- Presents11-2 p.m.
Bed all day

t,~::

95

&. Cheese $2
$4.20 w/mou..

._SJteclals

"::e

Light

$I

50

H.I. V./ A.1.D.• S.
Awareness Campaign

Thursday

"H.I.VJA.I. D.S. Jeopardy"
Sponsored by BACCHUS
Hosted by Taylor Hall Council
7:00 pm in the Taylor Hall Lobby
"H.I.V. Testing: What You Can Expect"
Cathy Reynolds of the Coles County
Health Department talks about testing
step by step and answers any questions
7:30 in the Lawson Hall Lobby

YOUNGSTOWNAPARTMENTS
OFF CAMPUS HOUSING
WITH LOTS OF EXTRAS!

Us Out

Check

You Gotta See It To
Believe It!!
Off of South 9th St.
across from church

Hi 11.-3>11 a, E#cltet,

345-2363

AFRICAN-AMERICAN FOLKLORE STORYTELLER

Call Today

February 4, 1994
8:00 p.m.
Rathskeller
$1.00 - Student w/10
$3.00 - General Public

•••-= e

Youngstown Super Summer Savings!
One Price For All Summer Session!
Lg. 1 Bedroom - $590
Small 2 Bedroom - $630
Lg. 2 Bedrooms - $690
All 3 & 4 Bedrooms - $725
Intersession: $250

"My Sec:relary" Resumes". letters,
and papers. For appointment,

Cal 345-6807 after 4p.m.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ca

MIR 515

ACS/RELATIONSHIP COMPATI·
BILITY SERVICE: Confidential,
economical opportunity to make
new friends, find compatible dat·
ing
partners.
,_ _
_ _348-1958
_ _ _ _ _2!7

The Daily Eaaurn News
cannot be responsible for

more than one day's incorrect insertion. Report
erron immediately at 5812812. A corrected ad will
appear in the next edition.
All claasified advertising
MUST meet the 2 p.m.
deadline to appear in the
nen day's publication. Any
ads processed AFTER 2
p.m. will be published in
the following day's newspaper. Ads cannot be canceled
AFTER the 2 p.m. deadline.
Classified ads must be
paid in advance. Only
accounts with established
credit may be billed.
All Advertising submitted to TM Daily Eastern
News is subject to approval
and may be revised, reject..
ed, or canceled at any time.
·The Daily Eaaurn News
aasumes no liability if for
any reason it becomes necessary to omit an advertisement.

VISIT THE PACKING AND SHIPPING
DEPARTMENT
AT
TOKENS AND MAILBOXES.
FAX, MAKE COPIES, MONEY
ORDERS AND FRIENDLY SEA·
VICE.

DAYTONA SPRING BREAK!
Stay on the beach in a NEW tropical oceanfront Motel! Well locat·
ed - .AAA rated. Flamingo Inn you'll love It. Call 1-800-682·
0919.

-------'--~2!25

SPRING BREAK!l
Student
Holidays, the natlon·s leader In
Spring Break vacations offering
the ultimate trip to CANCUN,
MEXICO! The #1 Student Spring
Break Destination from $399
Package Includes hotel, flight and
parties! Organize a small group
and travel for FREEi CALL AICHI
HI00-360-TAIPI

DmEcroBI
llBRTicm
OPPBllBD
SKI RESORT JOBS. Up to
$2,000+ln salary & benefits.
Ski/Snowboard instructors, lift
operators, wait staff, chalet staff,
+ other positions (Including summer). OVER 15,000 OPENINGS.
For information call:(206)634·
0469 ext.V5738
_ _ _ _ca1/24-214,3/7-31t0

Tiu.TEL
TiuDDG/kuOOIA

HELP W .L'\"TED
W.L'n'BD

A.DoPno~

Rmm/RmlllW
RooJDl..lTM

•reLEMOm
F'oaREn

~~\(

This
Size.
AnAd
For

1Week~ .....

BIRCH TRAIL CAMP FOR
GIRLS-NW Wisconsin: Looking
for counselors & activities
Instructors for water skiing, sailing, wlndsurtlng, dance, gymnastics, tennis, photography,
climbing, arts & crafts, archery,
and horse riding. Also needed
are canoe and backpack trip
leaders, secretaries, nurses,
cooks, & kitchen helpers. Mid·
June through mid-August. Top
pay, transportation allowance,
room and board. Contact
Rachel or Richard-5146 N.
Woodburn, Miiwaukee, WI,
53217; (414)962-2548.
----~~--~214
AA CRUISE AND TRAVEL
EMPLOYMENT GUIDE. EARN
BIG $$$ + TRAVEL THE WORLD
FREE (CARIBBEAN, EUROPE,
HAWAII, AND MOREi) HURRY!
BUSY SPRING AND SUMMER
SEASONS
RAPIDLY
APPROACHING. FREE STU·
DENT TRAVEL CLUB MEMBERSH 1P! (919) 929-4398 EXT.
C210

~---~--~~2!25

NEED MORE MONEY? WANT
FLEXIBLE HOURS? Come see
what Avon has to offer. Free gift If
appointed by Feb. 14. 217-235·
AVON

--~------·213

Wanted: Bass Player & Drummer
Upbeat Country Dance Band
235-4510 Call Anytime Leave
Message

Looking for 3 females for '94-95.
7-Bedroom house on 2nd St. -very
close to campus. $185/mo. and
low utilities. Call Uz 345-4831.
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SOUTH PADRE ISLAND
DAYTONA BEACH
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ACROSS

Classified Ad Form
Name=---------------~

Address: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

~

Ph<tnt_--'--_ _ _ _ _ _.Student Q Yes Q No
Date&to run ________________

Ad to read:

t•

notH

today.
AOTARACT CLUB WILL hold its first Spring Regular Meeting
tonight at Immanuel Lutheran Church. Please brings duea
canned good.
PHI GAMMA NU will hold rush 6 p.m, at Lumpkin Hall 017.
attire and attendance required.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER will offer a sacrament of P
3:30-4:30 p.m. In the Newman Center.
ALPHA PHI OMEGA communications meeting wiU be held al 8
the APO Office.
PANHELLENIC AND INTEAFRATERNITY Public Relations
will meet tomorrow In the Effingham room at 4 p.m.
ART CLUB HANDS on Pewter Casting session will be held 8
FAA211.
KMEIMATH CLUB will go bowling tonight at 7 p.m. Meet In
Main.
ALPHA PHI OMEGA service committee meeting wiH be held
in the APO Office.
ALPHA PHI OMEGA fund raising committee meeting wiU be
6:30 p.m. in the Lawson Lobby.
EIU ROTC LAB is at 3 p.m. today in the Gallery.
MULTI-CULTURAL STUDENT Union weekly meeting will be
8:30 p.m. tonight In the Shelbyville Room In the MLK Union.
bers welcome.
LATIN AMERICAN STUDENT Organization Informational
be at 7 p.m. tonight in the University Union Greenup Room.
RESIDENCE HALL ASSOCIATION weekly meeting will be
p.m. In Taylor Hall. Early dinner will be served at 4:05 p.m.
MINORITY TEACHERS EDUCATION Association will meet al
the Buzzard Building Teachers Lounge. New members
IAEA I NAEA WILL meet at 6:30 p.m. in 3028 FAA. I

with lots of information.
INTER VARSITY CHRISTIAN Fellowship large group
held at 7 p.m. tonight In the University Union Arcola Room.
Bauer Is talking about "Intimacy with God." All are welcome.
MODEL ILLINOIS GOVERNMENT will meet today 4:30
Coleman Hall 213.
BAPTIST STUDENT UNION Bible study at 7 p.m. In the
Union Neoga Room.
PLEASE NOTE: Cam~ Clips are run free of charge ONE DAY
any non-orofit campus prganizational event. All Clips should be
The Dally Esstern News office by noon ONE BUSINESS DAY
DATE OF EVENT. Example: an event scheduled for Thursday
8IJbmi1ted as a Campus Clip by NOON Wednesday. (Thursday

St Hugo or Tony
uOoublecrossers
• Neighbor of
u Muscat resident
Chad
M Easter preceder 17 Point at the
table
M Gives no stars
•
Mountain sign
•Gotanew
abbr.
address
•Star's small role
IT Sneaky guy?
•Slaughter in
•Scratch (out)
Cooperstown
•High numbers?
40 Oscar-winning It Decline
film of 1955
4t Dislike to the

a

DOWN

max
Puts in the

n·-eane·

scrapbook
. . An Astaire

Mleadore

•Destiny

IT Forming
opinions

14 Form-related

(1963 movie)

NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER will hold Blessing of throats
Feast of St. Blase will be at 7 a.m. and 7 p.m. at St. Charles

for Friday. Saturday or Sunday events.) Clips submitted AFTER
WILL NOT be published No clips will be taken by phone. Ally
lleglble or contains co11fllali11g lnlormatiOn WIU NOT BE RUN.
edited for available space.

..............-.......
t lron-pumper's
pride
IWasherful
I Make pigtails
t4Columbia
athlete
ti Oppositlonist
Diploma word
t7 Rattles
ti Comatose
•Came upon the
maharajah?
nForG,tor
example, but

Street. Call 345-7199.

ORLANDO DISNl[Y WORLD

. . . . . . . . . . . a.i._.

-

2 Non-smoking FEMALE ROOMMATES
needed for
Fall
'94/Spring '95 al house on 2nd

. . . . . . .:»I~

GREEKS & CLUBS EARN $50 •
$250 FOR YOURSELF plus up to
$500 for your dub! This lundraiser costs nothing and lasts one
week.
CALL
NOW
AND
RECEIVE A FREE GIFT. 1-800932-0528, EXT.65

call The News
at 581-2812 lot more details

.&...'~o~~....

Bassist Wanted to form original

band Call 345-5234.

o

t Deep purple
•German article
SOverhead
4Gymshoes
I One of the
Jacksons
1 One's partner
'Flrst-string8fS

Intrepid Eric?

a Ousts

1 Stupid error
to Hit-or-miss
tt Autobahn auto

Under Classificatk>n o f : - - - - - - - - - - - - Expiration code (office use o n l y ) - - - - - - - - - - Parson accepting ad _ _ _ _ _ _.Composltor _ _ _ __

no. words/days
Payment:

•• Creative input
ta• Jurassic Park·
actress

Amount due:$ _ _ _ __

Q Check

Q Cash

Q CnKit

,_......,....,........,.
•Long short story •Word maven
aa ·-Got My
Newman
Eyes on vou·
o Coll. hotshot
•Silas Mamer.
49 It's on the
Tevere
e.g.
n Hobbies
•·paradise Lost•

ta The way things
are going
at ·vou're All - to Get ey·
MGoggled
•Beethoven
•Up and about
opera

Check number_ _ _ _ __
20 cents per word first day ad runs. 14 cents per word each consecutive day thereafter. Students with valid ID 15 cents per word first

Strike locations

character

40 Aucklander,

day. 10 cents per word each consecutive day. 15 word minimum.

•

Student ads must be pmid In advance.
DEADLINE 2 P.M. PREVIOUS DAY-NO EXCEPTIONS
The News ,....,,.. the right lo edit or refuse ads
considered libelous or in bad taste.

maybe
•StlR
•Night, in Napoli ... 16th-century
dance
• Lady Jane and
41 China. perhaps
Zane

THU89QAY
P.M.
WTW0-2
6:00 Inside Edilion
6:30 Cops
7:00 Mad Al>oli You
7:30 Wrlgs
8:00 Sef1leld

7 11
News
Enbnt. T°"9"1

News
Cops

Mavle. I ~ A8llms lotilsl1Q PMol1S

ESPN-24
Spor1sCenl8r
MajorDad
Colege Baslcltbal: W111g5

Flonda Stale II

Mllller, Siie WIGie

Des9"ling Women
Jellersons

Mac:Nel, lelnr

....,.

Action PadcBancil

~Gildner

SiAlrs

~

This Old Houle

Palell.l t 894· Homlr
111 lhe PllClllc
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Now leaslng for Fall. McArthur
Manor Apartmenl8 two-bedroom
tumlshed apartments. 913-917

Fourth St 345-2231.
518

ACROSS~~:-::--:STREET===-FROM=-=,..,...,....c..,...AM-:

PUS. NICE HOUSES, A one-bedroom unit and a 4 bedroom unit,
94-95 School year. B & 8
Enterprises 345-4483 for appoint-

ments.

----------~-~4

home with your

you any way we
and Chuck col94.

,218,2/10,2/15,2117

Campus Rentals: 2 BO APARTMENTS For 2-3 girls. Quiet location, close to campus. Call CAM·
PUS RENTALS 345·3100
between 3-9p
-=-=---:---------·V14
1 BR and Studio apts available
for Summer and Fall 345-7106
after6pm.
----------------'V4
House for 6 girls. Newly radecorated. 10 mo. lease. NO PETS!
112 blk from rec. center on 1st.
345-5048

---------------~·518
WHAT
A SAVINGS! Heat, lights,
water, trash and air conditioning
Included! 4 1/2 blocks from
Campus (behind Pizza Hut). 1
bedroom apts. 1 pereon - 1 bdrm.
$325.00 per month, 2 persons - 1
bdrm. $185.00 each. 11 1/2
month lease. Aldo Roma Apts,
Call 345-2113 Eads Realty for

Charlotte or Jan. ·

---------~2125
Apartment 1-S Bedroom. fur-

nlehed AC 10-12 mo lease NO
PETS. 345-88211348 8849
~,,....,..,---..,....,...,..--,,...,.-~2125

Fall Houses 1036, 1022, 2nd,

1808, 1808, 11th, 1210. Sid. 319
Madison, Apartments 415
Harrison.
348-5032
_ _ _can
__
_ _ _ _ 15

---------------~·518

lie home for one
Pets. 345-9657

Very nice, close to campus one
bedroom furnished bungalow. For
2 people, 10 112 mo. lease, $175
per
penion. CaD 345-3148
_______________
516

.......,....___.........,.-,-__,,_.---~~6

FaA '94 Aleo Available SUmmer 4

~

,......~.....-.....,...--ca 1131-~4. ~10

4 furnished apartments, across
from campus. for rent Fall 1994.
Call 345-3059.
--------------~~~15
Nice stuclo, 94-95, 10 mo. lease,
furnished, utilities, graat location
$320.
_ _ 345-4185
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _V4

LEASING APTS FOR FALL cloee
to EIU. Excellent eond. no pets.
~:&5 Sat. 9-12 345-7288

"""""R....,..N""Ec=E=-DE=D=--"'"A..,,..SA~Fif
Incl. water, trash &

2784.

Beautifully decoraled house for 8
girts Including washer and dryer
and large lawn. 1508 - 181 St. 2
blocks N. of O'Brien field. Aug 1·
June 1 lease. $180.00 per person
monthly - you pay your own utiHtles - Call 345-2113 Eads Realty
for Jan or Charlotte.

ECONOMICAU $135.00 per person per month. (lowest price near
campus!) 3 bdrm apt for 3 persons. Aug. 1 to June 1 lease. 2
Blocks N. of EIU, partially furnished. Call 345-2113 Eads
Really for Charlotte or Jan.
(Waddell Apts.)
CARING FAMILY
TO SHARE OUR
E AND STABLE,
E W/VOUR BABY.
have an adopted
la also very anxious
You will be treated
nest respect. All
. Please call Terry
22s-1on.
~---,~----:-7-~4
Affectionate,
le, both profeslaughlng at old
ng with our dog,
g and traveling.
lhara our warm, nur-

House for 5-7 peraons. 5 bdnns.
2 baths. 94-95 fall classes. 10
month lease. 2 blocks from
Charleston Square. 766 6th
street. For more Info call 345-

Bedroom House Appllanoes
Furnished. Large Backyard
Excellent Location - Ample
Parking. Call 345-9774 After
5:00p.m.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10

SUmmer Subleue one bedroom
hardwood tloors, fireplace. Iola of
windows. $280/rnonth + utllltles
345-7753. Leave meesage.
=--,--------,-----~·~4
Furnished rooms for quiet mature
students. Low utilities. 6 blocks
from campus. Available fall '94
and Spring and Summer '95.
Utllltles plus, $175/mo. for 12 mo.
lease of $210/mo. for 10 month
lease. 10% diacount for rant paid
In advance. Ph. 1-234-4831.

----,---,..-,---~2125
Several one bdrm apts. available
c1oee to Challeston Squara. can

345-Z784.

______ca. 1131-~4. V10

~--=-----..,...,...-ca212.,3,7,8,9

House for 5 girts 10 mo. lease.
NO PETS! BeautHully furnished
345-5048
,.,..--...,,.-----ca212,3,7,8,9
Morton Parks Apts. Now leasing
for Fall. Very nice 2 bedroom
apts. Completely furnished, nice
fumltura. Close to campus water
and garbage Included In rent
$210 each for 2 or $165 each for
3. 10 month lease 348-0288

----------------'213
Leasing for Fal: 5 Bdr. houae, 1
112 blks from Old Mein. Gr. of 6,
185.00 mo. p/person. Call after
5pm; 345-5518.
2----~-----~218
Girls needed for house Fall

94/Sprtng 95. $150.00 per month
plus utllltles. Remodeling done Nice home! C111348-1m

214
Close to Campus Houeee 84-85
school year H people Ttah furnished 10-12 mo• .._ - No Pela
346 4&

Donn s1ze frig. . . new

7753 teave message.

seo 345-

- FROM $139 - HOTTEST SPOT
ON THE STRIP • TRANSPORTA-

tan gift certificate available for
your sweetie $28.00 check out
our new Bikinis, order now for
Spring Break. Jamaican Tan 34800184107th St.

TION OPTIONAL • BIU 345·

.,..,..,.....-:-=~~~:ca212.3,4,7,8

213

s=PR=ING...,,..e=REAK:~=-.P.,......WMA,...,.....,..,....,...,,.__
C.ITY

6666

LOST: Special Gold Bracelet at
LANCE on 2/1 BIG REWARD
Call 3296

.,.----------------~~

.........

Bracelet found In Married
Housing Laundry Room. Call to
Identify 581-5538

,

]

2 CHICAGO BANDS AT TED'S
TONITE. HEART & SOUL
RECORDS
PRESENTS
"SPHINX" ALTERNATIVE ROCK
+ "ON THE ROCKS". BUD •
MILLER LITE - MICHAEL
SHEA'S $1.00

---------------~·2/3

Charleston
----------------,--'~4

HIV/AIDS
AWARENESS
Campaign wear Red Ribbons!
Get Educated! SHOW YOU SUP-

PORT.
4
•'""T.,..H'""E=--H"""'E,...A-:T=--1=s__,.,.o.,...N-ll"""-J--ust
Spences 1148 6th St. Winter
Salelll Open Monday through
Saturday 2-&pm. se;1488 We

*>buy.

----------213

Sick of cold weather? Hottest
spot for Spring Break le SOUTH
PADRE ISLANDH Cd Debra at
581-8032 tit ......

"'*for Debra.
fJ8

MACINTOSH~.

c:an.-.

.....
lncludlng
- - - sax>.
cal Q1llB
80N58886.
_ _ _al..,.__
_ _ ___,2/21

-==,,,..,.,,------------~·2/3

---------------~·2/3

----------------~·2/3

Congratulations Jenny and Jason
on FINAU.Y getting pinned! Just
kidding! You guys are the graatestl Love ya both Jackie

...--------=------'213

CUBBIE: This weekend was
GREAT! The Pioneer was hltllil',
Can't wait to see you thla week·
end and make It happen with your
special gift! Love, Sexy.

To The Ladles of TRI-SIGMA. I
had a Graat Time at Formal and I
am Honored to represent your
house as Tri-Sigma Man. I am
looklng forward on having a gf88t

year. Love, Darren
213

2~C,.,..H""IC~A""'G=-c0=-=B~A~N=D=s-A=:r~T=='ED'S
TONITE. HEART & SOUL
RECORDS
PRESENTS
"SPHINX" ALTERNATIVE ROCK
+ "ON THE ROCKS" BUD •
MILLER LITE - MICHAEL
SH9:S$1

---------------~·2/3

GIOVANNA· You're The Best.
Thanks for all you have done•
Love the Delta Sigs.

--=-----------------'213

MICHELLE
EISKANT:
Congratulatlons on getting pinned
to Jason Darnall ot Sigma Pl.
Your ALPHA GAM Sisters are
very happy for you!
_____________,V3
SIGMA
Pl
PLEDGES!
Congratulations on joining the
best house! Good tuck and have
fun with pledging. Love. SARAH

----------------~213

Alicia Holliday: I'm sorry for being
cold to you. Scott H.

__.,.....,.....-----,~=------'~

KRISTAL MOONEY: Congratulations on getting social. I know
you'I do a great job! Love - Mindy

=---=-----=--------'213

BRETT and PAT: Congratulations,
your sisters are happy for you,
We'ra glad you found the house
that makes you the Happiest!
Love, Shannon, Gina and Merl

-----~---~~2/3

Deal98t Chet of Sigma Nu; When
818 you dellll9rlng the salami. The

suspenae Is killlng usl Love,
Mona Ginger

a

-------------_,213
Pattie &

Mark: Congralal You're
the best paren1s ever!! Love,

Erika

0

,.=:rr=E,..,.NT-10,......N_C_U__
P....,ID_S_O_R.,...DER

---=-="'"=-...,......----....,.....~~0

KAPPA: Congratulations on getting PINNED to BRETT SKEEN
of KAPPA SIGMA at U of II Your
sisters are very happy for you!

"Coool" Cy... You have the
COOOLEST name anyone could
ever ask for - Luv, Jean

,...,Spltng Breekl
581-8032.

6386

--------------~2/3
JOALICE OARD of SIGMA

--------------~·518
MONICALS
PIZZA has immecli·
ate part-time delivery positions
available. Must be 18 years or
older and have own car and Uabillty Insurance. Apply In person
only. No phone calls please.
Monlcals Pizza 909 N 18th St.

9"t mSOUTH PADRE ISLAND

COcoa Beach $1591 1-800-878-

--------------------'~

"ALL GREEK MEN'S BASKETBALL GAME: Come watch the
EIU Panthers play Northern next
Monday at 7:30p.m. cash
prizes!!"
~--------------~V4
Congratulations JENNIFER
WHITFIELD on getting PINNED
to JASON HAIER of Pl KAPPA
ALPHA! Your SIG KAP Sisters
are excited for you!

STEVE: You do more for me than
you know. Thanks for being there
for me. I love you, Wiggle

fJ8

Spring Break! Bahamas Party

ALL GREEK MEN'S BASKETBALL GAME TONIGHT! COME
WATCH EIU TAKE ON NORTHERN AT 7:301 CASH PRIZES
AWARDED TO THE TWO CHAPTERS WITH THE . MOST
ATTENDEDllr

CASH
FOR
COLLEGE!
RESULTS 100% GUARANTEED!
Recorded message gives details.
345-2629, ext. 112.

N,BW---.-. ...
-tlme--IO-W-!118_118__,
.,..-

CRllle 8 Days $2791 Includes 12
Mea91 Panama City Room With
Kllchen 8 Days $1191 Cllncun &
Jamaica 8 Dap From $4891
Daytona $1491 Key West $2491

Say I love you with a great tan 10

YOUR VALENTINE BALLOON
BOUQUETS AT TOKENS. LOTS
OF CHOICES, WE DELIVER.
WE CAN ALSO SHIP BAL·

~'t ltwJ.et "'"""

'v.&ntine ~.~
The Dally Eastern Nern
vaJ.enttne's D~y personals will run
Monday,=February 14.
Deadline 2 p.m. February 91
SEE DETAILS ON PAGE 6 OF THE NEWS

LOONS AND VALENTINES UPS
AT TOKENS AND MAILBOXES.
~4

_2_,C_Hl_,C...
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RECORDS
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"SPHINX" ALTERNATIVE ROCK

+ "ON

THE 'ROCKS". BUD •
MILLER LITE • MICHAEL

SMl5A'8$1.

by

Bill Watterson
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U.S. Olympians say Barding
situation will ease pressure

LILLEHAMMER, Norway <AP> - The first
American athletes to arrive for the Winter
Olympics say they could benefit from the
courtroom drama swirling around teammates
Tonya Harding and Nancy Kerrigan.
Fifteen athletes and three staff members of
the men's and women's speedskating team
landed in Oslo on Wednesday after a threestop, 24-hour flight and said the attention on
the rival figure skaters would lessen the pressure on even the best-known members of
their crew.
·
"I think it's the best thing that can happen
to Bonnie (Blair) and Dan (Jansen)," said
Nathaniel Mills, a 1,500-meter racer from
Evanston, ill. "It's already in the media spotlight, everything's Tonya and Nancy, and it
will probably stay that way."
Normally, Blair and Jansen could be
expected to be the focus of Olympic attention.
Blair, a Champaign, Ill., native, can
become the winningest U.S. woman in
Olympic history if she sweeps the 500 and
1,000, as she did in Albertville, France, two
years ago. That feat would give her five gold
medals in all, one more than swimmer Janet
Evans, diver Pat McCormick and sprinter
Evelyn Ashford.
Jansen is in his fourth Winter Games and
still searching for his first gold medal, the
one championship in speedskating to elude
him. His quest became a worldwide event in

1988 when he slipped and fell in both the 500
and 1,000, trying desperately to win a gold
medal in memory of his sister, who died just
before his first race.
Peter Mueller, the team's coach, sent
Jansen to Norway a day early to try to gain
an edge in preparations for the 500, held on
the third day of the Wmter Games Feb. 14.
He agreed that the focus on the HardingKerrigan saga could help his stars concentrate on skating as fast as they can.
"We don't talk much about it, but it does
take the pressure off Dan," Mueller said.
Asked if the media maelstrom could spread
so wide it would affect Jansen anyway, the
coach replied: "I won't let the circus get to
Dan. We'll do our own thing."
Mills, a theater major at Northwestern
who also was a member of the 1992 Winter
Olympic team, said the drama caused by the
assault on Kerrigan and subsequent investigation that has implicated Harding's ex-husband and her bodyguard was unlikely to be
felt by other athletes.
"When you're in the (Olympic) Village, it's
pretty hard to be distracted," he said.
"Personally, I wouldn't be distracted."
Mills said opinions among the speedskaters on whether Harding, who has been
linked to the plot by former husband Jeff
Gillooly, should remain on the Olympic team
"are as varied as in the public at large."

SARAH BUSH
LINCOLN
HEALTH CTNTER

Lowenbrau

Profile

I>carl<
i Pitch &l~W
$3.50

Marla Horvat, M.D.
Obstetrician and Gynecologist

Hours:

5 p.m.- 1 a.m. Mon.-Thurs.

4 p.m.-1 a.m. Fri. & Sat.
345-2380

Practice

S09 VanBuren

Opens January 31 1994

101 B Professional Plaza
Mattoon, Illinois 61938
(217) 235-2727. (217) 345-2727
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'IW Theatre
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Office Houn
Now taking appointments

..

Daytime and evening hours available
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lledlcml School
University of Illinois School of Medicine,
Chicago, Illinois

4
~ ~~·::!i,~ 4
. , Doudna Fine Arts Center •
~SS SENIORS ANO'YQJtli 4
..
S3 w S1UDENIS
ror'Tldfet 4
8 p.m. Feb. 2, 3, 4, S,

S6ADULTS

Internship
Cook County Hospital, Chicago, Illinois Obstetrics and Gynecology

..

Resldencv

•
Call 581·3110
..
Information and
,.
•
Reservations beginning . .

~

Jan.31.

. . The University Theatre Ticket
•
Oflke Is open from 1 to 5
. . p.m. Mon. thru Fri. and one
•
hour before each perfotmance. Patrons with special

~

needs are

University of Illinois Hospital and Clinics,
Chicago, Illinois Obstetrics and Gynecology

4
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..

..
..
,.

Prof...aon.I ...............

..
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American Medical Association
Coles Cumberland Medical Society
American College of Obstetrics and Gynecology,
junior fellow

AAAAAM
EVERYONE NEEDS

MORE

MO.~!

SO ... ~~Qt sell vour

Wlwanted items ln
11le DaU, .&ulem News
ClassHled Section!

Sarah Bush Lincoln Health Center • 1000 Health Center Drive
P.O. Box 372 •Mattoon, llHnois 61938 • (217) 258-2525 • 348-2525
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lie detector
of rape allegation

~akes
ATI (AP) - Relief
Mitch Williams, who
the home run that
year's World Series,
took a lie detector
pport his denial of a
'• allegation that he
er, his lawyer said
y.
ti police said they
tigating the allegaa northern Kentucky
who said Williams
in September at a
ati hotel. Williams
charged and no

warrants have been issued, ment after Cincinnati televipolice Sgt. Richard Newsom sion station WLWT reported
that police were investigating
said.
"I am aware of the allega- the allegation, Pinales said.
tions against me and totally
Hamilton County Prosdeny them. I am 'also aware ecutor Joseph Deters deof and welcome the investiga- clined comment Wednesday
tion into these allegations," through spokesman Steve
Williams said in a statement Martin.
released by his lawyer,
Williams pitched for the
Martin Pinales. "I am totally Philadelphia Phillies last
cooperating with authorities. season. He gave up a threeI have been asked and have run homer to Joe Carter in
taken and passed a lie detec- the ninth inning of Game 6
tor test."
that won the World Series for
Williams made the state- Toronto.

ois gets Big Ten victory
COLLEGE, Pa. (AP) - Deon
whose 11 first-half rebounds matched
's totals, scored 18 points and fin14 rebounds Wednesday night as
ted the Nittany Lions 83-65.
was no magic in Penn State's
Hall, where the Lions (10-7, 3-5 in
) had beaten two Top 25 opponents
Illinois (12-5, 5-3) out-rebounded
te 46-32 and had 18 offensive
we may be in trouble coming in,"
ach Lou Henson said. "When you
a couple of nationally ranked teams,
is playing exceptional basketball."
was Illinois that was exceptional

linemen. "They're
ized
,. kids and all
ckers Bob Koziel
is Thompson will
ttending Eastern
I. Koziel, out of
Tech, is one of

Illinois' top rated heavyThe Panthers also signed
weight wrestlers, while defensive back Jason
Thompson of Morris had Calzadillas out of Mesa,
more than 200 tackles last Ariz., Community College,
year, earning honorable and
Tim
Butler
of
Homewood-Floae-mor.
metion .All-State status.
"I don't think we've had Calzadilla&, originally from
two kids like this come out at Detroit, Mich., ia the only
i,the same time since we've junior among this year's
recruiting class.
"been here: Spoo said.

• From Page 12

es just two points less than
per game - that the Huskies'
is third in the Mid-Con. Valpo
bottom of the conference in team
reed Valparaiso to commit 30
: he said. "That's just something
em is not going to do. You don't
es like Northern has and commit
We just have to be aggressive on

· h jumpers will be
e Hamman's sixschool record of 7
· e Shaffer will be
for a fast mile.
and his assistant,

Wednesday night. The Illini were already up
22-10 11 minutes into the game when the
Lions' Michael Jennings left the game after
being knocked to the floor, suffering a slight
concussion.
With the Lions' shooting guard out, Illinois'
lead climbed to 43-22 by halftime after pulling
down 28 rebounds to Penn State's 11.
"They were impressive on the boards. They
were impressive in every way tonight,• Penn
State coach Bruce Parkhill said.
Illinois pushed the lead only to 23 in the second half. Penn State rallied within 10, 75-65,
after Steve Wydman hit his second consecutive
3-pointer with 2:14 left. The shots were Penn
State's last points.

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Record Release Party - Alternative Rock Show

''SPHl•X''
FROM CHICAGO

On tour supporting their
first national release album

''TEST''

Available on Heart & Soul Records
Featured in Chicago Sun-Times & Tribune
Also featuring songs b)': Chill Peppers, Peart Jam,
Lenny Kravitz, and more

•

ALL 12

Are you tired of the same old thing on Friday
evening? Are you looking for something that will
make a real difference in your life?
If so, then we have an invitation for you.
Salisbury Church wants to invite you to take a 50-Day
Spiritual Adventure. This year's adventure theme is:
"Daring To Dream Again"
We all need to be challenged to break through the
barriers that keep us from experiencing our dreams.
The Adventure begins February 4. That's Friday
evening at 7:00 PM. Check the map below for
directions or call Pastor Scott Sims at 345-7588.
Your Friday evenings don't have to stay the same.

•

·+·•

defense."
But the bigger worry for Eastern could be
that they dropped a 97-83 decision to the
same Valparaiso team which was belted by
Northern 100-79 in an early January contest.
"That's a tough fact to stomach," Klein
said. "They really dominated Valparaiso. But
we also recently beat Youngstown State by
more points than Northern did. So I believe
that anything can happen.
"But the bottom line is playing a full 40
minutes."

John Mcinerney, are in hopes
Shaffer will gain entry to the
special invitational mile,
which is set aside from the
regular mile race. The invitational mile is set up for elite
runners expecting to run in
the 4:00 to 4:05 range.
Although Shaffer's best for

the distance stands at
4: 16.15, Mcinerney feels
Shaffer is capable of going
much faster from times he's
been running in workouts.
"He needs to get in a fast
race,• said Mcinerney. • ... a
race where they're running
around 2:04 for the halt:"

"An hllarlous expedh!"
_,........_

"Hot 'n hlllllousl"
"Both sunullstlc
and hllldousl"

1.00

~arty's
~

~e~

Gte0~

ALL BEEF GYROS
w/Marty'sfries

$2.99

BOTTLES

Your favorite bottles
,,. $1.25

2se

Bud, Bud Light, MGD, MGD Ltgbt, Jcebouse

Drafts

o Cover

BEERS $1

---------------·

undayat

URSDAY

oz

Tcmlte: Marty's own

Smothered Fries $1
crisp fries topped w/cheese,
bacon & sour cream

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

- USA Tor.,

Featuring Davey Jones
Tuesday: February 8
7 p.m. - Grand Ballroom
TICKETS:

$5 w /EIU Student DJ
$8 General Public

Trdcets on salt now a the Union or charge by phone at (21,)581-5122.
Tickets office hours-Mon-Thurs. 11 a.m.- 3 p.m.
Friday 9 a.m.- 3 p.m.

llllE:

Women
to host
Huskies

By RANDY USS
Staff writer

BJ ANTHONY KA8ELLA

Eastem's football program
announced Wednesday the
signings of 17 recruits who
will continue their playing
careers with the Panthers

Staff writer

On the surface, it appears
that John Klein has little to
be optimistic about as his
Lady Panthers prepare to
tangle with Mid-Continent
conference leader N orthem
Illinois at 7:30 p.m. tonight
in Lantz Gym.
But the Eastern head
coach said he has hopes that
the Lady Panthers (2-14, 1-7)
will be ready for the challenge against the Huskies if
they come ready to play.
And that's the key according to Klein if they come
ready to play.
"We have to be ready to
play a complete game," said
Klein. "We haven't been able
to finish off the games which
we were given the opportunity to win.
"It's going to take a
supreme effort from us," he
said. "We're going to have to
be completely at the top of
our game to even hang with
them.":~
.
• Anomer detail that Klein
can take rest in is that
tonight's contest will be
played at Lantz and not at
Northern's Chick Evans
Fieldhouse, where the NIU
(11-3, 9-0) stomped Eastern
96-61 last month.
"It's always nicer to play at
home," he said. •No matter
who you're playing, being
home is always much better."
Leading the charge for
Northern - who recently
stunned No. 4 nationally
ranked Iowa 59-66 - will be
Mid-Con scoring leader E.C
Hill (22.4 points, five assists
per game) and Angela
Lockett ( 13.3 points, 8. 7
rebounds per game).
For Eastern, one of Klein's
concerns lately have been a
lack of players scoring in
double figures. But that was
no concern in Saturday's
Valparaiso contest, which

next fall.

DllZAllN VILUtCCO /Staff photographer
Freshman Sarah Probst passes the ball upcourt during
practice Wednesday. 'I1le Lady Panthers will play host to
Northern n1lnoLs starling at 7:30 p.m. in Lantz Gym.

gives Klein hope fot a strong
offensive output against
Northern.
Shannon Baugh, the only
Lady Panther player averaging in double figures, scored
21 points against Valparaiso.
Joining her was Tourrie

Judges: Kerrigan
OK for Olympics
DENNIS, Mass. (AP) - A
panel of figure skating judges
Wednesday
pronounced
Nancy Kerrigan physically
and mentally fit for the
Olympics, despite an attack
last month that knocked her
out of the national championships.
In Portland, Ore., Jeff
Gillooly, the ex-husband of
skating champion Tonya
Harding, met with investigators at the FBI office one day
after he pleaded guilty to
racketeering in the attack on
Kerrigan.
Multnomah
County
Deputy District Attorney

Norm Frink refused to disclose anything about the twohour session, which also was
attended by Gillooly's attorney, Ron Hoevet, except to
say that it was "part of the
ongoing investigation.•
Under·the plea bargain,
Gillooly will he exempt from
further charges in exchange
for serving two years in
prison, paying a $100,000
fine, and giving further testimony in the case.
Gillooly said he gave
Harding's bodyguard, Shawn
Eckardt, $2,000 cash to carry
out the attack and afterward
• Continued on Pqge J 0

Frazier (19 points), Kenya
Green (16), Nicky Polka (12)
and Christine Bochnak (11).
"We have the offensive
capabilities," he said.
Though Klein also knows despite the fact that North• Continued on Page 11

Ten of the 17 are defensive
players, which includes five
defensive linemen, three
defensive backs and two
linebackers.
"We again knew we had to
concentrate on defensive
players and offensive linemen," said Panther coach Bob
Spoo. "We needed to add
depth in these areas, (and) I
would describe the linemen
and linebackers as very
active, very physical players."
The most heralded recruit build up that area."
Other offensive si
might be 6-5 quarterback
include
Mark Swinning, a Second Eastern
Team AU-State pick from receivers Levi Willi
Waverly, Ohio, who threw for earned All-Chicago
4,300 yards and 36 touch- League honors at
downs while guiding his Anton Manuel of C
·
school to a combined 16-3 Vocational and
Kntwan Perry, who
record the past two years.
"He's the kind of kid ·who Decatur Herald &
looks like a strong wind Macon County 'Play
might knock him over," said Year' honors out of
Spoo, noting that Swinning bower.
The Panthers also
weighs only 185 pounds.
"(But) he's a good football up Ibrahim Bawa of
player that's been lost in the Tech in Chicago. Lis
shuftle. He has a nice touch, defensive back, Bawa
good feet, (and) an excellent for 1,357 yards in 1
gained 2,822 yar
follow-through.
"Mechanically, he's very three-year starter.
Among the five d
sound. We're very excited
linemen are Kyle
about him.•
Two all-upstate offensive Bethalto, Juan
linemen are also on Eastem's Homewood-Flossm
list of signees. Brian Ford (6- Shea of Antioch,
4, 250) is from Lake Park Smith of Oak Par
High and Ed Miquelon (6-3, Forest and Reggie S
270) will graduate from Elgin Harrison High in
Ga.
Larkin.
Ly1e originally s'
The PWlthere also signed
Eastern
last year but
Nazareth Academy's Gerald
Anderson, who is perhaps the ed San Bernadine
states' biggest offensive line- munity College last
order to meet eli
man at 6-6, 305.
"We have seven offensive requirements.
"We're very pleased
linemen listed as seniors next
fall," said Spoo, "so the offen- Spoo said of his fi
sive line will really be depleted and we'd really like to

